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About This Game

Solve puzzles, and explore worlds in a fun and action-packed arcade style game.
Be quick, be creative, find new combos. Improve and evolve your veggies to take on new challenges.

Unlock new funny characters to play with.

Crazy Veggies is easy to play, but challenging to master! Have you gotten your daily dose of veggies today?

FEATURES

 TONS OF LEVELS to choose from

 UPGRADE AND EVOLVE your veggies for best results

 MANY CHARACTERS WITH CRAZY AND FUNNY PERSONALITIES to choose from

 FIND THE BEST STRATEGY FOR EACH PUZZLE to progress

 COLLECT REWARDS and BONUSES to improve your abilities

Join a veggie game filled with fun and cute characters!
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I really love to play this game, but now when I want to start it, I only see a black screen with the text:
This game acquires Steam.
The game doesn't go on and because of this, the game is unplayable....
. grindy as hell.
also freezy.

5\/10. This is all about luck, not about skills or abilities of players.
You may try your best to beat this game but you may fail if you aren't lucky.

If trying much effort but still can't win, it's not fun. Really unfair game for me.. freeze,freeze,freeze!!!!!No Thaks!!!!
. Makes me hate vegetables even more. 6\/10. I like this game. It really satisfied me with it's adorable graphics. Even though I
loved the art style, I wouldn't recommend this game. Now this may not go for everyone, but when you play the game, it won't
save, so no matter how far you get, if you were to crash or close it, your progress will be lost, forcing you to reset
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Just another trash port of poor mobile game.. A cute and fun little match 3 game that I enjoyed a lot in the beginning, but
unfortunately it's brought down by its free-to-play-style mechanics. You need hundreds of gems to unlock new characters, but
you can only earn an average of about two per level. That would be all right if this were actually a microtransaction-based FTP
game and you could buy gems if you wanted or just play with the cheaper to unlock characters if you didn't, but in a paid game
with no way to speed up the gem earning process, it's just aggravating.

There's also a really sharp difficulty curve just before Level 60 which is probably lessened if you've unlocked some different
character abilities to strategize with, but I don't really feel like investing that kind of time.

The last straw for me was the game's tendency to freeze as soon as I finally got three stars on a level I'd been stuck on for a
while, then not save that three star ranking after I force quit and restart, as if it was purposely mocking me.
F\u2665\u2665\u2665 you too, Crazy Veggies.. This is all about luck, not about skills or abilities of players.
You may try your best to beat this game but you may fail if you aren't lucky.

If trying much effort but still can't win, it's not fun. Really unfair game for me.. It would be fine on a hand held. Boring Candy
Crush model. Not worth it unless sold for under a buck.. freeze,freeze,freeze!!!!!No Thaks!!!!
. I like this game. It really satisfied me with it's adorable graphics. Even though I loved the art style, I wouldn't recommend this
game. Now this may not go for everyone, but when you play the game, it won't save, so no matter how far you get, if you were to
crash or close it, your progress will be lost, forcing you to reset. Extreme loveless and more then bad port of an obviously not so bad
mobile game, which was for sure financed by micro transactions.
Has bugs, Dev knows it, but seems he has abandoned game, it crashes often and is a kind of unplayable, except you want to play it
for years to get even the cheapest upgrades ingame. Without that upgrades you have to play the same levels over and over and over
again.
Very bad job, its easy to ruin a good game, this dev shows how it works perfectly!
Dont buy, even not in sale!. It's so cute! I love the style~ This game is for all of you who haven't accept that tomatoes are fruits. A
cute and fun little match 3 game that I enjoyed a lot in the beginning, but unfortunately it's brought down by its free-to-play-style
mechanics. You need hundreds of gems to unlock new characters, but you can only earn an average of about two per level. That
would be all right if this were actually a microtransaction-based FTP game and you could buy gems if you wanted or just play with
the cheaper to unlock characters if you didn't, but in a paid game with no way to speed up the gem earning process, it's just
aggravating.

There's also a really sharp difficulty curve just before Level 60 which is probably lessened if you've unlocked some different
character abilities to strategize with, but I don't really feel like investing that kind of time.

The last straw for me was the game's tendency to freeze as soon as I finally got three stars on a level I'd been stuck on for a while,
then not save that three star ranking after I force quit and restart, as if it was purposely mocking me. F\u2665\u2665\u2665 you
too, Crazy Veggies.
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